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Abstract 

Recently, photovoltaic (PV) system has emerged as a promising renewable energy 

source to meet out the increasing energy demand. This PV cell has to optimally operate at 

a particular point to deliver maximum power called maximum power point (MPP). This 

paper presents an adaptive fuzzy logic control (AFLC) for the maximum power point 

tracking (MPPT) algorithm for photovoltaic power generation system. The main idea of 

the proposed algorithm is the application of fuzzy controller with an adaptive gain as a 

maximum power point tracker. It adjusts the duty cycle of the boost converter as well as 

controller’s gain. The performance of AFLC is compared with the conventional fuzzy 

controller for varying irradiance. Simulation studies of AFLC are carried out in 

MATLAB. The experimental results show the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed 

controller and the results were verified. The results reveal that the adaptive FLC can 

quickly track change of MPP in different light intensity and deliver more power compared 

to the classical fuzzy logic controller. 

 

Keywords: Photovoltaic system, Maximum Power Point Tracking, Adaptive Fuzzy 

Logic Control 

 

1. Introduction 

Among the renewable energy systems, Solar PV have gained attention as it provides a 

clean and inexhaustible source of energy to meet out the energy demand. But tracking the 

maximum power point (MPP) of a PV array is an essential part in PV systems. The 

purpose of maximum power point tracker (MPPT) is to ensure that the PV panel runs at 

its maximum efficiency by operating it at MPP under varying insolation and temperature 

[1-2]. Many tracking control strategies have been proposed such as perturb and observe (P 

&O), incremental conductance (INC), constant voltage, feedback voltage or current 

method, neural network and fuzzy logic control [3-4]. All these strategies may vary in 

terms of complexity, type of implementation (analog or digital), convergence speed, 

accuracy and tracking ability and cost. The P & O algorithm actually tracks the peak 

power by either increasing or decreasing the array terminal voltage, or current, at regular 

intervals and then comparing the PV output power with that of the previous sample point 

[5-6].But it suffers from poor efficiency at low irradiation due to slow MPP tracking 

under varying insolation. This is overcome in incremental conductance (INC) algorithm 

which searches for the voltage operating point at which the conductance is equal to the 

incremental conductance [7-8]. The advantage of INC is it is capable of tracking the MPP 

more precisely and exhibits less oscillatory behavior around the MPP compared to the P 

& O method. But the disadvantage is that the results may be unsatisfactory due to its 

unstable behavior at low insolation levels [9-10].The constant voltage (CV) algorithm is 

simple but it cannot locate  the exact MPP practically but preferred for low levels of 

insolation [11-12].The feedback voltage or current method employs a feedback control 
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loop but it cannot consider the effect of variations in insolation and temperature [13].In 

order to track MPPT accurately, neural network is employed but  the performance of the 

PV system is entirely based  on how well a neural network has been initially trained 

[14].To further improve the tracking of PV power, a fuzzy logic controller is reported in 

the literature which does not require the mathematical model of PV [15]. But the 

effectiveness of this method depends on user knowledge and skill in choosing the correct 

rule base table which depends on the chosen membership functions [16]. To overcome the 

drawbacks of all the above mentioned methods, an adaptive fuzzy logic controller is 

proposed in this paper. 

The proposed AFLC can re-adjust fuzzy parameter to obtain optimum performance and 

it is less dependent on the expert knowledge. AFLC comprises two sections: the first 

section is the fuzzy knowledge base controller and the second one is the adaptive 

mechanism. Fuzzy knowledge base controller involves fuzzification, inference and 

defuzzification. Adaptive mechanism modifies the fuzzy logic controller so that it 

operates close to the optimum operating point. The main feature of AFLC is that it is able 

to adapt the fuzzy parameters in order to get fast response, good transient performance 

and insensitive to variations in external disturbances. Simulation of the proposed MPPT 

controller with PV modeling is implemented in MATLAB/SIMULINK. Design and 

implementation of AFLC based MPPT which is interfaced with a DC-DC boost converter 

is presented. SPARTAN/FPGA is employed to implement the proposed algorithm. The 

simulation results are verified experimentally. The results show that AFLC provides a 

higher peak power compared to FLC. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section II deals with the PV model and its 

characteristics; section III explains the proposed adaptive fuzzy MPPT and comparison 

with FLC. Section IV introduces the FPGA implementation of AFLC with practical 

results; finally, section V discusses the conclusion and future work. 

 

2. Modeling of Solar Cell 

The solar cells are made of semiconductor material with a p-n junction fabricated in a 

thin wafer layer. These cells, when exposed to light, a photo current proportional to the 

solar radiation is generated, if the photon energy is greater than the band gap. In the dark, 

the I-V characteristics of a solar cell have an exponential characteristic similar to that of a 

diode [17]. In order to maximize the output power from a PV cell with the help of MPPT 

control, the modeling of PV cell is necessary [18]. The ideal equivalent circuit of a solar 

cell is a current source in parallel with a single-diode. The configuration of the solar cell 

with single-diode model is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. Model of a Solar Cell 

In Figure 1, G denotes the solar radiance, Is represents the photo generated current, Id is 

the diode current, I is the output current, and V is the terminal voltage. The I-V 

characteristics of the ideal solar cell with single diode is given by: 
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𝐼 = 𝐼𝑠 − 𝐼𝑜 [𝑒
𝑞𝑉

𝑚𝑘𝑇 − 1]                                                                                                       (1) 

where Io is the diode reverse bias saturation current, q is the electron charge, m is the 

diode ideality factor, k is the Boltzmann's constant, and T is the cell temperature. 

A solar cell is characterized by the short circuit current Isc , the open circuit voltage Voc, 

and the diode ideality factor m. For the same irradiance and p-n junction temperature 

conditions, the short circuit current Isc  is the maximum value of the current generated by 

the cell. It is  given by:  

𝐼𝑠𝑐 = 𝐼 = 𝐼𝑠  for V = 0                                                                                                        (2) 

For the same irradiance and p-n junction temperature conditions, the open circuit 

voltage Voc is the highest value of the voltage that appears at the cell terminals. It is  given 

by: 

𝑉 = 𝑉𝑜𝑐 =
𝑚𝑘𝑇

𝑞
ln (𝐼 +

𝐼𝑠𝑐

𝐼𝑜
)     for  𝐼 = 0                                                                            (3) 

The output power is given by:  

𝑃 = 𝑉 [𝐼𝑠𝑐 − 𝐼𝑜 [𝑒
𝑞𝑉

𝑚𝑘𝑇 − 1]]                                                                                               (4) 

Table 1, shows that electrical characteristics of PV array, extracted from manufacturer 

data which is used for the modeling of PV in Simulink. 

Table 1. Specification of PV Panel 

 

 

Figure 2. PV Characteristics for Variable Irradiance 
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Figure 3. VI Characteristics for Variable Irradiance  

The PV and VI characteristics for varying irradiation at constant temperature is shown 

in Figures 2 and 3. When the irradiation increases, the output current increases and the 

output voltage also increases. This results in net increase in output power with increase in 

irradiation at constant temperature. 

 

 

Figure 4. PV Characteristics for Variable Temperature 
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Figure 5. IV Characteristics for Variable Temperature 

The PV power and current with varying temperature at constant irradiation is shown in 

Figures 4, and 5. When the operating temperature increases, the output current increases 

marginally but the output voltage decreases drastically resulting in net reduction in output 

power with rise in temperature. 

 

3. Proposed Adaptive Fuzzy Logic Controller (AFLC) MPPT 

Technique  

In this section, the AFLC controller for MPPT is discussed, and the goal is to maximize 

the output power of PV [19-20]. Fuzzy logic control MPPT with fixed parameters are 

inadequate in applications where the operating condition changes in a wide range and 

available expert knowledge is not reliable. To make the controller less dependent on 

expert knowledge, the adaptive fuzzy logic control is proposed. The proposed AFLC is 

improved from scaling FLC, and it is mainly to adjust the duty-cycle of the 

defuzzification of FLC for external variations and solar irradiance. It can re-adjust fuzzy 

parameter to obtain optimum performance. According to voltage (VPV) and current (IPV) 

of PV module, the duty cycle D will be determined through the AFLC controller in order 

to realize MPPT [21-22]. The structure of the proposed AFLC controller is shown in 

Figure 6, and it contains two parts: (i) fuzzy logic control and (ii) adaptive mechanism. 

 

 

Figure 6. Structure of Adaptive Fuzzy Logic Controller 
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3.1. Fuzzy Logic Control  

The FLC is composed of three units: (a) fuzzification, (b) fuzzy rules, (c) 

defuzzification. 

 

(a)Fuzzification: Initially, VPV and IPV of PV module are combined with the previous VPV 

and IPV for the averaged computation as: 

Vpv(k)  =  [Vpv(k − 1) +  Vpv(k − 2)]/2                                       (5) 

 Ipv(k)  =  [Ipv(k − 1) +  Ipv(k − 2)]/2                                      (6) 

 

Figure 7. Membership Function (a) Input IPV(k), (b) Input VPV(k),(c) Duty Cycle 

Such an average is used for the local trend estimation of VPV and IPV. With the help of 

the trend estimation, the duty cycle can be obtained more effectively. Next, these voltage 

and current values are scaled and normalized into -400~400 and -0.1~0.1, and through the 

membership function, the related fuzzy values (0~1) can be estimated for each fuzzy 

descriptor: NB, NS, ZO, PS, and PB (e.g., NB: negative and big, ZO: zero, and PS: 

positive small) as shown in Figure 7. Finally, by comparing these values, VPV and IPV can 

be determined and assigned to the fuzzy descriptors (NB/NS/ZP/PS/PB), which have the 

highest membership function values respectively. 

 

(b) Fuzzy rules: The syntax “if-then” is always used as the expression of fuzzy rules, e.g., 

IF VPV is PS and IPV is NB, then D is ZO, i.e., when VPV is PS and IPV is NB, it means that 

VPV is higher than the voltage Vmpp on MPP with a small current IPV. We directly assign 

the duty cycle D to be ZO for the medium-sized drive, and it is enough to make the 

exceeded VPV decreasing a little back to a suitable value. Table 2, shows that fuzzy rules 

to define the relationship between VPV, IPV, and D. 
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Table 2. Fuzzy Rules of AFLC 

V/I PV NB NS  ZO PS PB 

NB NB NS NS ZO ZO 

NS NS ZO ZO ZO PS 

ZO ZO ZO PS PS PS 

PS ZO PS PS PS PB 

PB PS PS PB PB PB 

 

(c).Defuzzification: Defuzzification is for the aggregation of the  duty cycle (D) from each 

rule, i.e., the duty cycle from fuzzy rules must be computed and combined for a specified 

value. The center of area (COA) defuzzification method is employed. The magnitude of 

duty cycle Vc is given by: 

𝑉𝐶 =
∑ 𝐷𝑗(𝑤𝑗).𝑤𝑗

25
𝐽=1

∑ 𝐷𝑗(𝑤𝑗)25
𝐽=1

                                                                                                              (7) 

Where Dj is the duty cycle values for the j-th rule, and wj is the weighted factor of the j-

th rule. The wj is bigger, the j-th rule affects more at this moment. 

 

3.2. Adaptive Mechanism 

The purpose of the adaptive mechanism is to modify the duty cycle of the 

defuzzification of FLC, so it makes the PV system to provide a better response time and a 

higher output power. The adaptive mechanism comprises three parts which is discussed as 

follows: 

 

(a) First, in order to eliminate the high-frequency noise, we adopt the moving average 

filter to compute PPV as: 

Ppv (n)  =  [Ppv(n − 1) +  Ppv(n − 2)]/2                           (8) 

The moving average filter is a good way to estimate the local trend of the signal with 

possible high-frequency disturbances/noise. The basic idea is by using the average 

computation of values within a moving window to estimate the trend change of the signal. 

The quality of trend estimation depends on the number of values within a window. 

Similarly, the sunlight intensity affects the current IPV of PV module, so this method is 

adopted to estimate the trend of IPV as: 

Ipv (n)  =  [Ipv(n − 1) +  Ipv(n − 2)]/2                          (9) 

(b) Based on PPV(n) and IPV(n), plus comparing with previous PPV(n-1) and IPV(n-1), their 

differences can be computed. Then, it is obvious that the differences of PPV and IPV are 

either positive or negative, respectively. Thus, it can be summarized as four trends, and 

going a step further, four rules for adaptive mechanism can be suggested as shown in 

Table 3. 

Table 3. Adaptive Mechanism of AFLC 

Rule  

 

[Ppv(n)- Ppv(n-

1)]>0 

[Ipv(n) -Ipv(n-1)]>0 Duty cycle Select of △ K 

1 True True decrease a 

little 

K1 

2 False False 

3 True False Decrease a  

lot 

K2 

4 False True 
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The rules are explained in detail as follows: 

(1) Rule 1 and Rule 2: A fixed parameter is inadequate in applications when the operating 

conditions change, and it is not reliable. Thus, the duty cycle can be modified by rule 1 

and rule 2, and then the adaptive value △ K is assigned to K1 = -0.25. Because △ K is a 

smaller negative value now, the duty cycle will be modified to decrease a little. 

(2) Rule 3 and Rule 4: Similarly, the duty cycle can be modified by rule 3 and rule 4, and 

then the adaptive value △ K is assigned to K2 = -0.3. Because △ K is a bigger negative 

value now, the duty cycle will be modified to decrease a lot. 

 

(c) To combine this adaptive value △ K and Vc from defuzzification, the duty-cycle 

control voltage △ Vc can be obtained as: 

∆𝑉C  = VC + ∆𝐾                                                                                                              (10) 

By using the △ Vc, the duty cycle D is determined via the PWM block as shown in Figure. 

6, for the control of MOSFET in boost converter so as to realize the MPP search. 

 

4. Modeling of DC-DC Converter 

DC-DC converters are employed for generating variable DC voltage source 

from a fixed DC source. It is used to step up the input voltage to a required output 

voltage without the use of a transformer. The control strategy lies in the 

manipulation of the duty cycle of the switch which causes the voltage change [23]. 

The circuit diagram of the designed boost converter is shown in Figure 8. 
 

 

Figure 8. Circuit Diagram of Boost Converter 

The operation of boost converter can be divided into two modes, Mode 1 and Mode 2. 

Mode-1 begins when MOSFET Q1 is switched on at time t=0. The input current rises and 

it flows through inductor L and MOSFET as shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Equivalent Circuit for Mode-1 

 

Figure 10. Equivalent Circuit for Mode-2 

Mode 2 begins when MOSFET is switched off at time t=t1. The input current now 

flows through L, C, load, and diode D1. The inductor current falls until the next cycle. The 

energy stored in inductor L flows through the load as shown in Figure 10. 

The voltage-current relation for the inductor L is: 

𝑖 =
1

𝐿
∫ 𝑉𝑑𝑡 + 𝑖𝑜

𝑡

0
            ……                                                                                         (11) 

where 𝑖 is the input current, 𝑉 is input voltage,𝐿 is inductance and 𝑖𝑜 is the output current. 

The active switch in the boost converter is a MOSFET.A fast recovery diode is used as 

the freewheeling diode. The principle of the boost is to excite the  main switch  with a 

duty cycle D produced by the MPPT control and  when the switch is closed the inductor L 

is loading during T(D) time, afterwards the switch is opened, the inductor supplies the 

load  through the diode during (1-D)T. For a DC-DC boost converter, for continuous 

conduction mode the equations of L & C are given by: 

The relation between input and output voltage, inductor L and capacitor C of boost 

converter is given by 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
𝑉𝑖𝑛

1−𝐷
… …      .                                                                                                          (12) 

𝑐 =
𝐼𝑜∗𝐷

𝑓𝑠∗∆𝑉𝑜
… ….                                                                                                                  (13) 

𝐿 =
𝑉𝑠∗𝐷

𝑓𝑠∗∆𝐼𝑜
… ….                                                                                                                  (14) 

where, 

𝐼𝑜 - Output current 

𝑉𝑠 - Supply voltage 
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∆𝑉𝑜- Output voltage ripple 

∆𝐼𝑜- Input current ripple 

 𝐷 - Duty cycle 

𝑓𝑠- Switching frequency 

𝑐 - Capacitance 

𝐿 - Inductance 

Based on the design equations, the simulation parameters for boost converter is shown 

in Table 4. Simulink model of the Adaptive fuzzy MPPT control based photovoltaic 

power generation is shown in Figure 11. 

Table 4. Simulation Parameters for Boost Converter  

Simulation parameters Values 

DC- DC Boost converter Input voltage = 31.16V 

C1 = 330 μF 

L1= 2mH, 15 A. 

fs = 50KHz 

 

Figure 11. Simulink Model of the Adaptive fuzzy MPPT Control Based 
Photovoltaic Power Generation  
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Figure 12, PV Power Using Adaptive Fuzzy Logic MPPT 

Figure 12, shows the PV power using FLC & AFLC. Using AFLC, for irradiance of 

500W/m2, the obtained power value is about 175 W, whereas it is 155 W for fuzzy logic 

control. Similarly, for 1000W/m2 & 800W/m2, the value of PV power is higher in AFLC 

compared to FLC. 

 

 

Figure 13. PV Current Using Adaptive Fuzzy Logic MPPT 

Figure 13, shows the PV current using FLC & AFLC. Using AFLC, for irradiance of 

500W/m2, the obtained current value is about 5A, whereas it is 4A for fuzzy logic 

control. Similarly, for 1000W/m2 & 800W/m2, the value of PV current is higher in AFLC 

compared to FLC. 
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Figure 14. Converter Current Using Adaptive Fuzzy Logic MPPT 

Figure 14, shows the converter current using FLC & AFLC. Using AFLC, for 

irradiance of 1000W/m2, the obtained current value is about 7.5A, whereas it is 6.5A for 

fuzzy logic control. Similarly, for 800W/m2 & 500W/m2, the value of converter current 

is higher in AFLC compared to FLC. 

 

 

Figure 15. Converter Power Using Adaptive Fuzzy Logic MPPT 

Figure 15, shows the converter power using FLC & AFLC. Using AFLC, for irradiance 

of 1000W/m2, the obtained power value is about 250 W, whereas it is 210 W for fuzzy 

logic control. Similarly, for 800W/m2 & 500W/m2, the value of converter power is 

higher in AFLC compared to FLC. 
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Figure 16. Converter Voltage Using Adaptive Fuzzy Logic MPPT 

Figure 16, shows the converter voltage using FLC & AFLC. Using AFLC, for 

irradiance of 500W/m2, the obtained voltage value is about 62.5 V, whereas it is 55.5 V 

for fuzzy logic control. Similarly, for 800W/m2 & 1000W/m2,the value of converter 

voltage is higher in AFLC compared to FLC. 

 

 

Figure 17. Converter Output Power for Various MPPT 

Figure 17, shows the converter output power for FLC, IC.P & O &AFLC . For 

irradiance of 800W/m2, the obtained power is about 240 W using AFLC method, whereas 

it is 210 W for fuzzy logic control, 180 W for IC control and 165 W for P &O, which 

clearly depicts that AFLC accurately tracks the PV power compared to the conventional 

methods. Moreover, the results highlight that the tracking efficiencies of the PV system 

with AFLC under all operating conditions is higher compared to the classical techniques.  

 

5. Experimental Setup of AFLC MPPT based Photovoltaic System 

The hardware set-up for the AFLC MPPT based PV system is shown in Figure 18. 

Photovoltaic panel and boost converter specifications are shown in Table 5. 
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Figure 18. Hardware Set-Up for Boost Converter for PV 

Table 5. Specifications of PV Panel & Boost Converter 

Parameters  Values 

I/P Voltage 31.16 V 

I/P Current 8.57 A 

Power 250 W 

Insolation W/m2 1000W/m2 

Fill Factor (FF) 76.72 % 

Output Capacitance C1 = 330 μF 

Inductance L1=2mH, 15 A. 

Switching Frequency  fs = 50KHz 

 

The experimental P-V and V-I characteristics are shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19. Experimental P-V & V-I Characteristics  

 

Figure 20. Experimental Results for PV Voltage and Current 

The dynamic characteristics of PV array is measured using scope corder and it is 

shown in Figure 20, (VOC= 32.5 V and ISC -8.5 A). 

 

5.1. AFLC based MPPT on FPGA 

The AFLC based MPPT is implemented on the FPGA board. Then, the DC-to-DC is 

hooked up and connected to FPGA. Figure 21, shows the logic circuit diagram in Xilinx 
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ISE 14.1 software for the AFLC based MPPT and other components. The output of the 

controller is connected with a PWM module designed on the FPGA. The experimental 

PWM frequency of the modulating signal is about 50 KHz. Adjust duty cycle of boost 

converter for variable irradiance for AFLC MPPT as shown in Figure 22, The output of 

the PWM is examined using DSO by changing the values of the MPPT as shown in 

Figure 23. 

 

 

Figure 21. Logic Circuit Diagram for AFLC MPPT Using Xilinx 

 

Figure 22. Experimental Results for Duty Cycle Vs. Solar Irradiance (AFLC) 
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30 % duty cycle 

 
Figure (a) 

40 % duty cycle 

 
Figure (b) 

50 % duty cycle 

 
Figure (c) 
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60 % duty cycle 

 

Figure (d) 

70 % duty cycle 

 

Figure (e) 

Figure 23. (a)-(e) Change in the Duty Cycle of the PWM Output of Boost 
Converter (AFLC) 

The input to the converter is about 28.2V and output voltage obtained is about 62.4 V 

as shown in Figure 24. The MOSFET switches at 50 % duty cycle. 

 

 

Figure 24. Input and Output Voltage of Step up Boost Converter using AFLC 
MPPT 
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Table 6. Experimental Result of AFLC & FLC MPPT Output Voltage and 
Input Current Ripple for Various Irradiance 

 

S.NO 

 

Solar 

Irradiances 

W/m2 

 

Duty Cycle 

% 

 

Output voltage ripple  

% 

 

Input current ripple 

% 

 

(AFLC) 

 

(FLC) 

 

(AFLC) 

 

(FLC) 

 

1 

 

 

1000 

 

30 

 

1.3 

 

2.6 

 

1.65 

 

3.15 

 

2 

 

 

800 

 

 

40 1.1 2.2 1.54 2.85 

 

3 

 

 

600 

 

50 0.9 1..9 1.3 2.38 

 

4 

 

500 

 

 

60 0.83 1.8 1.25 2.16 

 

5 

 

 

400 

 

70 0.77 1.75 1.17 1.92 

 

Table 6, shows the comparison between AFLC and FLC MPPT. By employing AFLC 

MPPT, it was found that the output voltage and input current ripple are reduced compared 

to conventional FLC MPPT for various solar irradiance. 

 

6. Conclusion 

This paper has presented the adaptive fuzzy logic control for maximum power point 

tracking of photovoltaic system. The effectiveness of the proposed adaptive fuzzy MPPT 

controller has been demonstrated through simulation results carried out in 

MATLAB/Simulink. Maximum PV power achieved in AFLC is higher compared to the 

conventional FLC method. The FPGA implementation of the proposed control algorithms 

are presented and applied to a boost converter. It is observed that the AFLC MPPT results 

in reduced output voltage and input current ripple compared to FLC techniques. The 

experimental results show the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed system and 

therefore the AFLC MPPT controller is a suitable technique for photovoltaic power 

generation system. 
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